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Abstract: The real-time evaluation for non-destructive air-coupled ultrasonic testing of panel mate-
rials is a big task for several industries. To make these tests more and more accurate, efficient and
reliable calculation methods from ultrasonic holography are essential. In the past, we presented the
spec-radiation method as a fast and accurate method for such tasks. The spec-radiation method
calculates the sound field utilizing data from a measurement plane at another parallel or tilted plane,
especially the sound field at the surface of a panel. This can be used to detect flaws. There is a limita-
tion of the current method: using the data on the panel surface limits the accuracy of the detected
flaws. A big step forward could be expected if the sound field in the material were known. As a first
step, we developed the spec-radiation method forward to consider multiple material layers. For now,
we made the major assumption that all layers have fluid-like properties. Hence, transversal waves
were neglected. This extension of the spec-radiation method was validated utilizing an experiment.
We present that flaws in the panel material can be detected with higher accuracy at a similar speed
compared to our former approach.

Keywords: spec-radiation; acoustic holography; non-destructive testing; layered media; flaw detection

1. Introduction

Today’s panel materials industry is dependent on fast, reliable, accurate, and non-
destructive testing to guarantee the materials’ quality. This is because the demands on
the panel material are increasing, while at the same time, material and thus costs must
be saved. This affects a wide range of industries, such as wind turbine manufacturers
(Jasiuniene et al. [1]), the construction industry (Conta et al. [2]), aeronautical applications
(Fahr [3]), the wood-based panel industry (Fang et al. [4]), and many others. Sokolov [5]
used ultrasound for the first time to test a material for defects. Shortly thereafter, Fire-
stone developed the first echo material tester based on the reflection principle, and Trost
developed an ultrasonic forceps based on ultrasonic transmission. After that, the further
development of ultrasonic testing was inevitable (Deutsch et al. [6], Krautkrämer and
Krautkrämer [7]).

Ultrasonic testing can be roughly divided into two groups: contact testing, in which
the transmitter and receiver are in direct contact with the material to be tested, and non-
contact testing, in which the ultrasonic waves are transmitted from a transmitter to the
material via an ambient medium, and from there to the receiver. Ultrasonic testing with
contact to the test object offers the advantage that sound energy can be transmitted eas-
ily with low losses. However, the applied contact force has an influence on the result
(Gyekenyesi et al. [8]). Due to the high difference in impedance between the transmitter
or receiver and the test object, a thin layer of a contact medium is often applied to further
increase the sound energy. This contact medium consists in most cases of water-containing
oils, gels, or fats (Willcox and Downes [9]). However, with some materials, this has the
disadvantage that the contact oil leaves residues on the test object or is even absorbed
by the test object (as is the case with wood-based materials, for example), thus changing
the material properties of the test object (Schafer [10]). These disadvantages led to the
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development of non-contact ultrasonic testing (Fang et al. [4]). Non-contact ultrasonic
testing is especially suitable for objects with higher temperatures in corrosive or other dan-
gerous environments or areas that are difficult to access. It allows large distances from the
structures to be tested (Green [11]), and due to the missing contact force, it cannot influence
the results. Usually, water is used as the ambient medium for contactless ultrasonic testing.
This is because water has good impedance properties with respect to most solid materials
(Jasiuniene et al. [1], Zhang et al. [12], Mitri et al. [13]). For materials such as wood, how-
ever, testing under water is not possible because the material would absorb the water,
change its properties, and/or even be destroyed. Air-coupled ultrasonic testing was de-
veloped for such materials. A major challenge is the large difference in the impedance of
air compared to most solid materials. According to Stößel [14], in carbon-fiber-reinforced
plastic (CFRP) plates, only 0.000004% of an incident wave is transmitted into the material;
the rest is reflected, and only about 0.005% of the energy is transmitted by a piezoceramic
to the air. To be able to use air-coupled ultrasonic testing successfully, the transmitters
are provided with a matching layer. These are connected directly to the vibration gener-
ator (e.g., the piezoceramic) and usually have a characteristic length of a quarter of the
wavelength (λ/4) of the respective material of the matching layer (Chimenti [15], Álvarez
Arenas [16]). The application of modern materials allows the successful use of air-coupled
ultrasound (Hillger et al. [17]). Air-coupled ultrasound is currently used in a wide range
of applications, e.g., for the examination of turbine blades made of glass-fiber-reinforced
plastics (GFRPs) (Raisutis et al. [18]) or wood-based materials (Sanabria et al. [19]), to name
a few.

During the production process of wooden particleboard, delamination, air inclusions,
or insufficiently glued areas can occur (Dunky and Niemz [20]). The first who detected
such flaws in wood by ultrasound were Niemz [21], Bucur and Böhnke [22]. They assessed
whether delamination was present based on the change in the propagation time of the
signal. If the particleboard is to be inspected during production, it usually still has a very
high temperature (>100 ◦C) and vapors escaping, that can lead to receiver damage (Dunky
and Niemz [20]). This means that the receivers must be placed at a large distance (>100 mm)
from the particleboard. These large distances from the wooden particleboard make a direct
detection of flaws very difficult, if not impossible, since the sound waves diffract and
interfere all the way to the receiver (Laybed and Huang [23]).

According to Döring [24], the three best-known methods of presenting the information
from a non-destructive test with air-coupled ultrasound are the A-, B-, and C-scans. An
A-scan is the time-dependent measurement of a single point; a B-scan is a line of A-scans;
a C-scan is a set of multiple B-scans. The C-scan in particular enables good detection of
flaws or delaminations in shape and position, but is also the most time consuming because
a large number of points must be measured.

However, as already mentioned, at greater distances from the test object, it becomes
increasingly difficult to find a clear indicator for flaws due to the diffraction and interfer-
ence of the sound waves. If the transmitter is stationary during the measurements and
only the receiver is moved, tomographic measurements can be performed (Chimenti [15]).
If, in this way, the information of a plane is measured and known, methods of acoustic
holography can be applied to calculate from that plane to another plane directly above
the object under test. The acoustic holography originates from the holography in op-
tics invented by Gabor [25]. Acoustic holography enables the calculation of sound fields
starting from a known plane in the sound field. Due to the coherent properties of ultra-
sonic waves, diffraction-induced inaccuracies can be eliminated in this way (Singh [26]).
An important method of acoustic holography for the detection of flaws is the re-radiation
method (Sanabria et al. [27], Marhenke et al. [28], Marhenke et al. [29], Marhenke et al. [30],
Schmelt et al. [31], Schmelt et al. [32], Schmelt et al. [33]). With the re-radiation method, flaws
in the sub-wavelength range can be identified (Marhenke et al. [28]). Under the assumption
that the solid test object is similar to a fluid and only longitudinal waves can propagate,
a well-interpretable result has already been obtained on the side facing away from the
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receiver (Marhenke et al. [28]), and objects in a sound field have also been determined
(Schmelt et al. [31], Tsysar and Sapozhnikov [34]). The re-radiation method is based on the
Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction integral and thus offers a well-interpretable description
in the spatial domain. Due to the description in the spatial domain, the computation
effort is not low, since several two-dimensional Fourier transformations (FFTs) and inverse
Fourier transformations (iFFTs) have to be performed for the evaluation. The spec-radiation
method (Schmelt and Twiefel [35]) offers the possibility to perform faster computations,
since the data are processed in the spatial frequency domain, so fewer FFTs and iFFTs
have to be performed. The smallest detectable flaws that can be detected theoretically are,
according to Wolf [36], in the size of λ/2 with the re-radiation, as well as the spec-radiation
method. The spec-radiation method is based on the angular spectrum method, which was
first used by Booker and P. C. Clemmow [37] to describe light propagation. Ratcliffe [38],
then it was possible to describe the diffraction of light in the ionosphere with this method.
Boyer et al. [39] then showed that it is possible to apply this method to the propagation of
sound waves, and he was able to identify holes in steel plates with a 5 MHz transmitter.
To characterize the sound field of ultrasonic transmitters, Schafer and Lewin [40] and
de Belleval and Messaoud-Nacer [41] proposed the use of the angular spectrum method.
While Peng et al. [42] used it for object identification, Yan and Hamilton [43] used it for
the analysis of tissue harmonic imaging. A finite-element model based on the angular
spectrum method was built by Aanes et al. [44], and Liu and Waag [45] described the
forward and backward propagation of sound waves using the method. Conta et al. [2]
showed the influence of zero-padding. Matsushima [46] showed the application of the
angular spectrum method in the field of computer holography. Schmelt and Twiefel [35]
utilized it for the spec-radiation method to identify flaws in panel materials. In Schmelt and
Twiefel [47], the spec-radiation method was extended to the calculation of tilted planes in
sound fields, to identify flaws in tilted panels. However, all these applications assume that
the sound waves propagate in one medium, so that there are no layered media considered.

In this publication, we present an extension to the spec-radiation method to calculate
the sound field in layered fluid media. We show this in the first step including the determi-
nation of the particle deflection. The objective of the publication was to obtain an increased
accuracy in the detection of flaws in thicker materials and on the side of the particleboard
facing away from the receiver. For this purpose, it was necessary to calculate this in the
material and thus take into account the occurring diffraction, as well as the reflections and
transmissions. With the extension presented here and the assumptions we made, we then
show, utilizing an experiment with a wooden particleboard, that a flaw on the side opposite
the receiver can be detected with increased accuracy compared to calculation of the sound
field on the top surface of the wooden particleboard.

2. Material and Methods

In this section, the material and methods are represented. In Section 2.1, the spec-
radiation method based on the angular spectrum method is described. The spec-radiation
method is extended to layered fluid media in Section 2.2. The practical implementation is
described in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, the experimental setup is introduced.

2.1. Spec-Radiation Method

The spec-radiation method is based on the angular spectrum method, and the deriva-
tion described here was mainly based on that of Goodman [48] and Matsushima [46]. Due
to the nature of the spec-radiation method, only harmonic waves were used for the calcula-
tion.

Starting from a source wave field described by p(x, y, z = 0, ω) in a plane, the FFT of
it can be written as follows:

P( fx, fy, z = 0, ω) = Fx,y(p(x, y, z = 0, ω))

=
∫∫ ∞

−∞
p(x, y, z = 0, ω)e−i2π( fx x+ fyy)dxdy.

(1)
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Here, x, y, and z are spatial coordinates. Fx,y is the Fourier transform operator for the
coordinates x and y. p(x, y, z = 0, ω) is the sound pressure wave field at z = 0. ω is the
time-dependent angular frequency; i is the imaginary unit, and fx, fy, and fz are the spatial
frequencies with:

( fx, fy, fz) =

(
kx

2π
,

ky

2π
,

kz

2π

)
. (2)

kx, ky, and kz are the wave numbers in the different spatial dimensions, and therefore, they
are the components of the wave vector. The frequency fz is not independent of the other
spatial frequencies and the wavelength. For the determination of fz, we have to take a
deeper view into the wave vector. The components of the wave vector are dependent on
the following condition:

|k| = 2π

λ
(3)

with k as the wave vector. This means that the spatial frequencies always satisfy:

f 2
x + f 2

y + f 2
z =

(
1
λ

)2
. (4)

By changing Equation (4), it becomes obvious that fz is dependent on the other two
spatial frequencies:

fz( fx, fy, λ) =

√(
1
λ

)2
− f 2

x − f 2
y . (5)

This equation represents the so-called Ewald sphere, and each plane wave is repre-
sented by a point on the surface of the sphere. Another important connection of spatial
frequencies in the description of the propagation of plane waves is the relationship with
the directional cosine of the wave propagation:

fx =
cos(α)

λ

fy =
cos(β)

λ

fz =
cos(γ)

λ

(6)

which means that a point on the Ewald sphere can also be described by three directional
cosines of the propagation angles of the plane wave. To calculate the sound wave field
of another plane, Equation (1) can be multiplied by the propagation function H( fz, z).
P( fx, fy, z, ω) becomes:

P( fx, fy, z, ω) = H( fz, z) Fx,y(p(x, y, z = 0, ω)

= e−i2π fzz
∫∫ ∞

−∞
p(x, y, z = 0, ω)e−i2π( fx x+ fyy)dxdy.

(7)

While computing the equation, it has to be considered that the square root of Equa-
tion (5) can also become complex. Thus, two cases have to be discussed:

f 2
x + f 2

y ≤
(

1
λ

)2
, leads to complex solutions

f 2
x + f 2

y >

(
1
λ

)2
, leads to real solutions.

(8)

In the first case, when the square root of Equation (5) becomes complex, the information
is outside the Ewald sphere and represents exponential decaying evanescent waves. For the
through-transmission technique used in this publication to identify flaws, their contribution
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is rather small, and it was neglected in the further steps. The second case describes the
information that is located directly on the surface of the Ewald sphere. With the propagation
function H( fz, z), it is possible to calculate the sound propagation forward (t ≥ 0) and
backward (t ≤ 0) in time. To transform the sound field back into the spatial domain and
time domain, a 3D iFFT must be applied to Equation (7):

p(x, y, z, t) = F−1
fx , fy ,ω(P( fx, fy, z, ω))

= F−1
fx , fy ,ω(H( fz, z) Fx,y(p(x, y, 0, ω)).

(9)

With this equation, starting from a starting plane, the complete sound field in a
homogeneous fluid volume can now be described.

2.2. Extended Spec-Radiation Method for Layered Fluid Media

The extension is derived for a rather simple case first and is generalized later. There
are two different fluid media layers, as depicted in Figure 1. According to Brekhovskikh
and Godin [49], the layer interface interaction is described by the part of the wave that
has an influence at the interface. Hence, a corresponding impedance has to be defined; we
call it here the specific impedance. The specific impedance for one single plane wave is
calculated by:

Z =
p(x, y, z)
vz(x, y, z)

, (10)

which leads to the well-known formulation:

Z =
cρ

cos (γ)
, (11)

with γ as the propagation direction angle, ρ as the density, and c as the speed of sound.
With this knowledge, the reflection factor:

R =
Z2 − Z1

Z2 + Z1
(12)

and the transmission factor:
T =

2Z2

Z2 + Z1
= 1 + R (13)

are determined. Indices 1 and 2 mark Medium 1 and Medium 2. With the reflection and
transmission factor, the sound wave pressure in both media can be calculated.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves at a fluid–fluid
interface in a semi-infinite volume. Included are the speed of sound c1 and c2, the densities ρ1 and ρ2,
and the wavelengths λ1 and λ2 of the two fluid media.
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If Equation (10) is set up for the spectrum, i.e., in the Fourier domain for a specific ω,
it looks as follows:

ZF =
P( fx, fy, z)
V( fx, fy, z)

. (14)

Here, the index F at the specific impedance indicates that this is the specific impedance
for the Fourier domain In the Fourier domain, the velocity is described by the pressure
with the following equation:

V( fx, fy, z) =
P( fx, fy, z)kz

ωρ
, (15)

as can be found in Möser [50]. This turns Equation (14) into:

ZF =
cρ

λ fz
. (16)

This is now an expression for the impedance that can be used in the spec-radiation
method. When comparing Equations (11) and (16), the relation of Equation (6) is again
recognizable. This means that if λ and fz are known, the cosine of the angle of propagation
is also known. With Equation (16), the reflection factor can be written as:

RF =
ZF,2 − ZF,1

ZF,2 + ZF,1
=

c2ρ2

λ2 fz,2
− c1ρ1

λ1 fz,1
c2ρ2

λ2 fz,2
+

c1ρ1

λ1 fz,1

(17)

and the transmission factor as:

TF =
2ZF,2

ZF,2 + ZF,1
=

2
c2ρ2

λ2 fz,2
c2ρ2

λ2 fz,2
+

c1ρ1

λ1 fz,1

. (18)

The entire sound pressure in Fluid 1 according to Figure 1 is thus the sum of the
incident and the reflected sound waves:

p f 1(x, y, 0 ≤ z < h1, t) =F−1
fx , fy ,ω(H( fz,1, 0 ≤ z+ < h1)Fx,y(p(x, y, z0, ω)))+

F−1
fx , fy ,ω(H( fz,1, 0 ≤ z− < h1)RF,12Fx,y(p(x, y, zh1, ω))).

(19)

Here, z+ indicates that the sound propagation is calculated in the positive z-direction,
and z− indicates that the sound propagation is calculated in the negative z-direction. RF,12
is the reflection factor in the Fourier domain for the interface of Fluids 1 and 2. The sound
pressure in Fluid 2 is:

p f 2(x, y, z ≥ h1, t) =F−1
fx , fy ,ω(H( fz,2, z+ ≥ h1)TF,12Fx,y(p(x, y, zh1, ω))). (20)

Here, TF,12 is the transmission factor at the interface between Fluid 1 and Fluid 2.
To determine the vectorial particle deflection from the scalar sound pressure, the sound
pressure can be converted into the scalar deflection potential:

χ(x, y, z, ω) =
p(x, y, z, ω)

ρω2 . (21)
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From the deflection potential, the vectorial particle deflection can be calculated in the
Fourier domain through:

s = grad(χ(x, y, z, ω)) = F−1
fx , fy

 i2π fxFx,y(χ(x, y, z, ω))
i2π fyFx,y(χ(x, y, z, ω))

Vi2π fz,jFx,y(χ(x, y, z, ω))

. (22)

Here, V is a propagation sign. V = −1 for waves that propagate in the direction of
z > z0 and V = 1 for waves that propagate in the direction of z < z0. fz,j is the spatial
frequency in the propagation direction for Fluid 1 (j = 1) or 2 (j = 2).

In the next section, the practical implementation for the calculation of layered fluid
media is discussed.

2.3. Practical Implementation

To describe the calculation from one interface to the next, the flowchart in Figure 2 is
used. In the first step, the constant known parameters such as the speed of sound, density,
the z-position of the interfaces, and the measured sound pressure must be set.

Figure 2. Flowchart for the practical realization of the spec-radiation method for layered fluid media.

Then, the sound pressure is transformed in the frequency domain. The sound field
generated by the incident wave at the first interface layer is determined by Equation (9)
(spec-radiation method). In the block “Interface j” (with the interface number j = 1, 2, 3,. . . ),
the reflected and transmitted part is calculated. A flowchart of the block “Interface j” is
depicted in Figure 3.

In the block “Interface j”, the first decision is among which frequencies the calculation
has to be performed. For the representation of a harmonic signal, the calculation of a
single frequency can be sufficient, while for the calculation of a single sinusoidal wave,
several frequencies are needed. Here, all frequencies from 1.2 kHz up to 120 kHz were
used. This means that 164 frequency step points were taken into account with the conjugate
complex parts as well. All other frequencies were set to 0. This procedure saves much
computing time. Then, the different wavelengths have to be calculated. Next, the sound
pressure was transformed with a 2D FFT over the spatial coordinates. Any value that
was not on the Ewald sphere was set to 0. Then, the two different spatial frequencies
for the two media at the interface in the propagation direction had to be calculated. In
the next step, the specific impedances and, with the specific impedances, the reflection
and transmission coefficient were determined in the Fourier domain. The propagation
function H was then calculated with the spatial frequency for the medium from the incident
wave. In the following step, the sound pressure of the reflected and transmitted part at the
interface can be calculated. If one is only interested in the sound pressure values, then the
block “Interface j” could be left out. Here also, the deflection potential can be calculated, if
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needed, for the reflected and transmitted part. At last, in the block, the question is: Is one
interested in the particle deflection? If so, then the particle deflection could be calculated
from the deflection potentials in the Fourier domain as in Equation (22). Now, the block
can be left alone. It has to be decided whether another interface should be determined or
not. If not, then the generated results can be displayed. If so, then the block “Interface j”
must be executed again. The transmitted wave up to the second interface results from the
transmitted part at the first interface at z = h1. The calculation has to be considered, now
that the transmitted and reflected part starts again at a local z = 0. The incident wave at
Interface 2 is the transmitted part of Interface 1. As at Interface 1, the incident wave is the
start for the transmitted and reflected part, and they start again at a local z = 0. After the
calculation, it must be decided again whether there is another interface layer or not. It must
also be decided whether the reflected sound field should be calculated back to the first
interface. If this is the case, then the procedure from Figure 3 is carried out again, whereby
the incident sound wave is now the reflected part of Interface 2. It was again assumed that
the calculation starts at a local z = 0. For the calculation, the indices at the impedances
were now simply exchanged. Similarly, for the transmission factor H, the spatial frequency
of the second medium was now used, due to the fact that the incident sound wave comes
from the second medium. Depending on how many reflections and transmissions through
different boundary layers are to be performed, this procedure must be repeated.

Figure 3. Flowchart of the block ”Interface j” for the practical realization of the spec-radiation method
for layered fluid media.

2.4. Experimental Setup

This experimental setup (see Figure 4) allows the measurement of a sound field emitted
by an ultrasonic transducer. The original purpose is the detection of flaws in a particleboard;
hence, such a board can be placed in between the sound source and the sensor. Air was
used as the coupling medium between the particleboard and the receiver/transmitter. An
ultrasonic transducer called AT50 from the company Airmar was used as a transmitter. It
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has an active diameter of 45 mm and operates at 50 kHz. The small frequency allows large
distances between the particleboard and the receiver /transmitter. However, the accuracy
is lower than with higher frequencies. In air the wavelength was at 50 kHz approximately
λ = 6.9 mm. Thus, due to the theory for the spec-radiation method, the smallest detectable
size in air was λ/2 = 3.45 mm. An amplitude of 100 V operates the transmitter to send
out a burst of 10 sinusoidal periods with a repeating frequency of 1 Hz. With a distance of
280 mm from the transmitter to the particleboard, the distance was always larger than the
near-field length (approximately 72 mm according to Krautkrämer and Krautkrämer [7]) of
the transmitter in air at this frequency. The transmitter was stationary during the whole
measurement. As a sample, a commercially available wooden medium-density fiberboard
(MDF) was used.

Figure 4. Experimental setup.

The particleboard had a thickness of 25 mm. To determine the longitudinal speed of
sound in the particleboard, a contact through transmission test was carried out with 50 kHz
and was determined to be 450 m/s. The density of the particleboard was 730 kg/m3.
As flaw imitations, pieces of paper were used (Schmelt et al. [32], Schmelt et al. [33],
Schmelt and Twiefel [35], Schmelt and Twiefel [47], Marhenke et al. [30], Marhenke et al. [28])
due to the similar material properties compared to wooden particleboard. Other studies
often use Teflon tape for studying CFRP or GFRP material for the same reason (Fahr [3]).
When the piece of paper was placed with tape underneath the particleboard, a thin air
film was always present, and this film served as the flaw imitation. It caused a similar
impedance change as real air inclusion in the material. The two pieces of paper used as
the flaw imitation were circular with a diameter of ø10 mm and ø6 mm, which is larger
and smaller than the wavelength of 9 mm in the particleboard, but larger than the half-
wavelength. The particleboard was also stationary. As a receiver, a MEMS microphone
(SPU0410LR5H-QB Knowles) was used. Its upper frequency limit is 80 kHz. The receiver
had a constant distance of 177 mm from the particleboard. The receiver could be moved to
obtain the information for C-scans. Therefore, the XYZ-traversing stage from RoboCylinder
with the traverse path of x = 0–400 mm, y = 0–200 mm, and z = 0–200 mm was used.
To control the entire system, a standard computer was used. Via USB, the XYZ stage
was connected to the computer and controlled by a LabView program. With a National
Instruments (NI) system, the transmitter was controlled and the signal of the microphone
recorded. The NI system consisted of a chassis PXIe-1085, with an inserted card for the
communication with the computer (PXIe-8398), a card to record the measurement data
(PXIe-5171R with a maximum sampling frequency of 250 MHz and 8 channels), and a
card (PXIe-5423) as a frequency generator to control the transmitter. For the amplification
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of the control signal of the transmitter, the power amplifier HSA 4052 from the company
NF was used to generate the required amplitude of 100 V. The measured area had a size
of 152 mm × 152 mm with a measurement point distance of 2 mm in x and y. Hence,
76 × 76 points were measured, and the time step was 2× 10−7 s with a time length of
3.2768× 10−3 s.

3. Results
3.1. Example with a Three-Layer Model

A three-layer model was selected as an example in this section. This three-layer model
is shown schematically in Figure 5. The excitation was an academic piston transducer with
a diameter of ø40 mm and an amplitude of one. The tilted orientation of 5◦ to the normal
axis was computed with the procedure of Schmelt and Twiefel [47]. It emits pulse-like
sinusoidal waves with a frequency of 50 kHz. The amplitude in the source plane and the
time signal is displayed in Figure 6. The time step of the signal was ∆t = 2× 10−7 s, and
the signal was 0.000819 s long.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the 3-layer fluid model. Depicted are the incident E1, reflected
Rn,m, and transmitted Tn,m waves at fluid–fluid interfaces. n is the number of interfaces, and m is
the number of interactions (example: R2,3 is the third reflection in the fluid at Interface 2). hn is the
height of the fluid layer; ρn is the density; λn is the wavelength.

Figure 6. (a) Sound pressure amplitude of the tilted academic piston transducer in the plane z = 0 m;
(b) transient pressure signal of the academic piston transducer.
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Fluids 1 and 3 were air with a speed of sound of 343 m/s and a density of 1.2041 kg/m3.
Fluid 2 was water with a speed of sound of 1484 m/s and a density of 997 kg/m3.
∆x = ∆y = 2 mm; ∆ fx = 1

xmax
; ∆ fy = 1

ymax
. The simulation space had a size of

0.6 m × 0.6 m × 0.3 m (length × width × height). A step size in the z-direction of
∆z = 1 mm was used in this example. The first interface was at h1 = 0.1 m, and the second
interface was at h1 + h2 = 0.2 m. To calculate the sound pressure between the interfaces, the
spec-radiation method without the extension as in Section 2.1 can be used. Here, only the
reflected and transmitted parts, as depicted in Figure 5, were calculated. More reflections
and transmission can be calculated, but to demonstrate how the procedure works, only
these parts were determined. The individual layers between the interfaces are shown as
cross-sections in Figure 7, as well as the superpositioned result of the half-3D volume.

Figure 7. Calculated sound fields in the layered fluids and the superposition of the sound fields.

Here, each image was scaled in color to the maximum in the respective image to
make the representation easier to understand. It can be seen that when all the results are
superimposed, only with a color scaling down to −90 dB related to the maximum of the
total volume, after the second interface, the transmittance becomes visible. The influences
of reflection and refraction are also clearly visible. In Medium 2, it can be seen from the
much wider sound field that there was a much larger wavelength present. It can be seen
that from the angle of incidence of 5◦, an angle of approximately 22◦ arose in Medium 2, as
defined by Snell’s law of refraction. Due to Snell’s law, the refraction angle is here:

γ2 = arcsin
(

c2

c1
sin(5◦)

)
≈ 22◦. (23)
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Figure 8 depicts the particle deflection at time t = 0.4 ms in a cross-section of the
calculated volume. In Figure 8, a region between the plane z = 0 m and the second interface
at z = 0.2 m is presented. It can be seen that at this time, the sound waves already reflected
at the first interface. In Medium 2, the much longer wavelength, due to the higher speed
of sound, was also evident. In Figure 8 is an enlarged section of the area depicted. The
oscillation direction of the particles is displayed with vectors. The representation of the
vectors was generated with the MATLAB function “quiver”. The vectors clearly show
that the waves were longitudinal, since the direction of oscillation was in the direction
of propagation.

Figure 8. Particle deflection in a cross-section of the calculated volume of Figure 7 at time 0.4 ms with
an enlarged section to show with vectors that here, there are longitudinal waves propagating.

We demonstrated with this example how the method works, that it is possible to
evaluate the individual components of reflection and transmission, and that by superpo-
sition of all components, a complete sound field can be obtained. We also showed that it
is possible to determine the particle deflection. We also created a video of another exam-
ple of transient sound pressure propagation and included it in the Supplementary Files
(Video S1). Here, using a three-layer model, as shown in Figure 3, the sound propagation
can be observed. The transmitter is in the center of the volume, and only half of the volume
is shown. Medium 1 is only a quarter and Medium 3 is only half as high as Medium 2.
The sound pressure above in the third medium was increased by a factor of 100 because,
otherwise, it would not be visible in this example. Such videos require much memory and
time (some days for this example), because the time history of every point in space has to
be stored and displayed.

3.2. Example with a Three-Layer Model: Perfect Impedance Match

Another academic example is the perfect impedance matching of the individual layers
to each other. With a perfect impedance match, no reflections occur at an interface layer.
However, this requires that the condition:

c1ρ1 = c2ρ2 (24)

be fulfilled.
We present here the three-layer model (see Figure 5) again to demonstrate that the

method presented here also included this special case. The simulation space had the same
geometric dimensions as in the previous Section 3.1. The step sizes in the x-, y-, and
z-directions remained as in the previous Section 3.1, and the same number of reflections
and transmissions were calculated as depicted in Figure 5. The medium up to the first
interface was air with a speed of sound of c1 = 343 m/s and a density of ρ1 = 1.2041 kg/m3.
The second medium had a speed of sound c2 = 2c1 and a density of ρ2 = ρ1

2 . The third
medium had a speed of sound c3 = c1

2 and a density of ρ3 = 2ρ1. Thus, the conditions
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for the three media for perfect impedance matching were fulfilled. The same excitation
signal as in Figure 6b was used, and the transmitter also had the same size and position
as in Figure 6a, with the difference that the transmitter was now tilted by 10◦. As a result
of the calculation and the superposition of all components, Figure 9 was obtained as a
cross-section of the volume for the maximum sound pressure in dB related to the maximum
in the entire volume.

Figure 9. Maximum sound pressure in dB related to the maximum in the entire volume. Perfect
impedance matching of a 3-layer model. The results were evaluated for frequencies up to 250 MHz.

Up to the first interface at z = 0.1 m, the tilted transmitter could be detected well.
Likewise, the near-field could be identified well. A reflection from the interface was, as
expected, not recognizable. After the first interface, the speed of sound in the medium
was twice as high as in the first medium, which can also be recognized very well by the
propagation angle. Here, as it was to be expected according to Snell’s law of refraction, it
was approximately twice as large as the angle of incidence. However, no reflection can be
seen even up to the second interface at z = 0.2 m, from any interface. The sound passed
from Medium 2 to Medium 3 without reflection. Here, due to the fact that the speed of
sound was only a quarter compared to Medium 2, the angle of propagation was also only
about a quarter of what is present in Medium 2.

With this special case, we once again proved the functionality of the spec-radiation method.

3.3. Experimental Application

For the evaluation, the measured area was increased symmetrically by zero-padding
to a size of 256× 256 points with the measured area inside. With the spec-radiation method,
the sound field on the board surface can be computed. The important frequency is the
exciting frequency. Therefore, the evaluation was performed for a frequency of 50 kHz.

The result of this evaluation is depicted in Figure 10. In both results, the flaw may be
detected, but not accurate in shape and size. This was due to the fact that the sound field
behind the flaw had diffraction and interference patterns that affected the sound field on
the board surface. In (a) is the result of the 10 mm flaw and in (b) the result of the 6 mm
flaw. In the next step, we evaluated the result with the proposed extension, so that the
result was evaluated at the z-position of the flaw in the particleboard.
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Figure 10. Evaluation result on the top surface of the wooden particleboard, with (a) 10 mm and
(b) 6 mm under the particleboard. The results were evaluated at a frequency of 50 kHz.

We therefore calculated this through the particleboard. In contrast to the calculation of
the forward propagation, it has to be considered that the start plane was the measuring
plane. This means that the start sound pressure was the transmitted sound pressure
PT( fx, fy, z, ωj). To obtain the incidence sound pressure at the interface, the transmitted
sound pressure has to be divided by TF, so that:

P( fx, fy, z, ωj) =
1

TF
PT( fx, fy, z, ωj). (25)

The result is depicted in Figure 11. In (a), the 10 mm flaw is clearly visible as a circle
with a diameter of 10 mm and the pressure drops stronger than −20 dB. In (b), the flaw
with a diameter of 6 mm is visible more clearly, but is still not perfect. The area is larger
than a circle of 6 mm. This was due to the fact that the 6 mm circle was close to the detection
limit of λ/2 which was, in the wooden particleboard, approximately 4.5 mm. The pressure
drop was not as strong, so that some air between the tape and the particleboard around the
flaw could have raised the area here. The flaw was easier to detect in comparison with the
result at the top surface of the particleboard. The evaluation time took approximately 14 s
per interface layer with the corresponding dataset.

Figure 11. Evaluation result on the lower surface of the wooden particleboard, with (a) 10 mm and
(b) 6 mm under the particleboard. The results were evaluated at a frequency of 50 kHz.
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By calculating many planes from the microphone plane to the flaw plane, the sound
field can also be represented as a cross-section at x = 0 m. This is depicted in Figure 12 for
the ø10 mm flaw. Here, two different scalings of the results were chosen. Everything above
the particleboard (z = 0 m to −0.177 m) was scaled in dB related to the maximum in the
air volume above the particleboard. Everything inside the particleboard (z = −0.178 m to
−0.202 m) was scaled in dB with respect to the maximum inside the particleboard. This
resulted in a matching color scaling of the two areas. If everything would be scaled to the
maximum inside the particleboard, it would no longer be possible to display the entire
sound field in a well-recognizable color, because the sound field above the board would
then be at approximately −55 dB.

Figure 12. Cross-section plane at x = 0 m of the calculated volume with the ø10 mm flaw. The sound
pressure is shown in dB. For the color scaling in the air, the maximum of the sound pressure in the air
volume is taken up to the surface of the particleboard (z = 0 m to −0.177 m). For the color scaling in
the particleboard, the maximum sound pressure in the particleboard (z = −0.178 m to −0.202 m) is
used. If both are now displayed up to −20 dB, the result is a matching color scale. The results were
evaluated at a frequency of 50 kHz.

From this cross-sectional view, it is clear that on the surface of the particleboard
(z = −0.177 m), the flaw could not be clearly detected. What could only be detected there
was a minimum of the sound pressure due to the diffraction of the sound around the flaw,
as can also be seen in Figure 10a. The flaw itself, however, was completely masked by the
diffraction. Only by calculating into the particleboard, the flaw became recognizable by
a sound pressure drop (sound shadow) at y = 0 m. Here, the shadow extended to about
half the thickness of the particleboard and had its largest diameter and strongest sound
pressure drop in the plane of the flaw.

In Figure 13, the cross-sectional plane at x = 0 m is shown for the measurement with
the ø6 mm flaw. There, at the position of approximately y = 0.01 m and z = −0.202 m to
−0.187 m, the sound shadow of the ø6 mm flaw can be seen. Here, it is noticeable that the
sound pressure drop was lower than for the ø10 mm flaw. In this figure, however, it is also
clear that the supposed flaw on the surface of the particleboard in Figure 10b is deceptive.
This is because the position of the flaw in the xy-plane could not be correctly determined
with the evaluation only up to the upper surface of the particleboard, which means that an
evaluation through the particleboard was necessary here.
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Figure 13. Cross-section plane at x = 0 m of the calculated volume with the ø6 mm flaw. The sound
pressure is shown in dB. For the color scaling in the air, the maximum of the sound pressure in the air
volume is taken up to the surface of the particleboard (z = 0 m to −0.177 m). For the color scaling in
the particleboard, the maximum sound pressure in the particleboard (z = −0.178 m to −0.202 m) is
used. If both are now displayed up to −20 dB, the result is a matching color scale. The results were
evaluated at a frequency of 50 kHz.

In Figures 12 and 13, there are lines to be seen, which one might think do not actually
belong there. We highlighted these by way of example in Figure 13 with three arrows. These
were artifacts caused by the calculation due to reflections in the measurement. Because
of the narrow space and the long recording time of the measurement data, sound waves
could reach the XYZ-traversing unit and were reflected from there, thus reaching the
measurement area of the microphone again. In this example shown here, however, the
influence on the identification of the flaws was negligible. However, such phenomena must
always be taken into account in experiments of this kind.

4. Discussion

A new innovative extension for the spec-radiation method was introduced in this
publication. With the spec-radiation method, we showed in the past that the detection
of flaws in wooden particleboard could be performed very fast and reliably. We showed
that the spec-radiation method is faster than comparable methods to detect flaws by
calculating back to the top surface of a panel material (Schmelt and Twiefel [35]). We
also showed that it is possible to calculate directly to the top of a tilted panel material
(Schmelt and Twiefel [47]). Nevertheless, in thicker material, it is not enough to calculate
the sound distribution on the top of the panel material; due to interferences and diffraction,
flaws may be masked. Therefore, the next logical step was to calculate through the material.
With this extension, it was now possible to calculate through different layered fluid media
with the spec-radiation method. A computer with the operating system Windows 10 Pro for
Workstations and 128 GB RAM and 24 cores of the type Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4116 CPU @
2.1 GHz was used for the evaluations made here. We showed on different examples how the
spec-radiation method can be used to simulate and visualize sound propagation. While the
representation of the maximum sound pressure in a three-dimensional volume is no longer
a big challenge, the creation of three-dimensional videos is a challenge for today’s systems.
For the creation of such videos, the transient information of each calculated point in space
must be stored. Subsequently, all information must be called up and displayed at one point
in time in order to save a frame of the video. For the three-layer model shown in Figure 7,
this would be with (time × length × width × height) 4096 × 300 × 300 = 110,592,000,000
data points. With that said, there are still many possibilities for optimization since not
every data point is needed for the visualization. For the detection of flaws, we showed that
we can identify flaws smaller than the wavelength also in the particleboard. Here, however,
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it becomes clear once again that reflections from the environment must always be taken
into account, as they can possibly have a negative influence on the detection of flaws.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, with this publication, we developed a new innovative extension to the
spec-radiation method. In Section 2, we described in detail both the analytical description
and the practical implementation and presented an experimental setup. We showed how to
calculate the particle deflection potential and the particle deflection with the spec-radiation
method in the Fourier domain. We presented a flowchart model that was used to explain
the practical implementation. In Section 3.1, we first showed on a three-layer model how
the extension of the spec-radiation method presented here can be applied to simulate
the sound propagation from a transmitter. We showed that the particle deflection can
also be represented by vectors and that each reflection or transmission can be considered
individually. By superposing the reflections and transmissions, we showed how the
complete sound field of a 3D volume can be obtained. With a video, we showed that
with this extension, it is also possible to represent the transient three-dimensional sound
pressure field. With the special case of perfect impedance matching, we proved the results
of the method in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we showed with an experiment a wooden
particleboard and flaw imitations at the transmitter side that the procedure to detect flaws
with the extended version of the spec-radiation method is possible. We showed that the
flaws were better detectable and characterized in geometry and location by calculating the
sound field through the particleboard in comparison with the result at the top surface of
the particleboard. Therefore, we made the assumption that the particleboard behaves as a
fluid and that only longitudinal waves propagate. We presented the result and explained
the backward propagation through an interface layer. We are confident that this type
of evaluation will help optimize production and quality assurance processes due to the
accurate knowledge that can be gained from the flaws. Due to the very fast evaluation time,
the method has great potential.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3
390/app12031098/s1, Video S1: Transient sound propagation evaluated with the spec-radiation method.
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